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JOSH STENZ: My name is Josh Stenz I'm with Gilbain Building Company. I'd like to keep it a little informal,

my presentation. So at any time if you have questions, you know, feel free raise your hand.

We can interact a little bit.

I can talk about this stuff all day long, workflows, you know, maximizing efficiencies. But I want

you guys sitting in the chairs to get the most value and benefit, I guess, out of this.

First and foremost, I think one of the most important things of what AU does is it gets us all

together in a room. So let's start off with, I'd like everyone to get up and introduce yourself to

your neighbors a little bit. We'll take two minutes, do that. Connections are the most important

thing.

And if you guys want to as you get up, want to come a little bit closer.

AUDIENCE: I'm Brad.

JOSH STENZ: How you doing? Come on, stand up. I'm not going to start until we do that. It's about meeting

people. And that's really what our job is communicating a little bit differently dynamically. How

you doing? Josh. Nice to meet you.

AUDIENCE: How's it going? I'm David.

JOSH STENZ: David, nice to meet you, Josh. And as you're doing that, kind of scoot a little bit forward.

[INTERPOSING VOICES]

Don't be shy. Don't bite too hard. How are you doing? Josh.

AUDIENCE: Pat.

JOSH STENZ: Nice to meet you. Where you from, Pat?

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. OK, I'm from Milwaukee. I'm out of Ver-- oh, you're with Erin. OK, all

right great.

All right, all right. I appreciate you guys a little interaction. And we had lunch to. Got to get



moving a little bit and that. But so if you're here for BIM 360 Glue, 4D Infrastructure Model

Deployment on Mobile Devices, you're in the right room. If you're not, you can still stay.

Please. Hopefully, you can get some value out of this.

I am by no means an expert in the software and execution. I take a little bit more of a 50,000

foot level approach of how can we get the tools to the lowest level in the field and make it

valuable for them to be efficient at their job, maximizing labor force efficiencies?

And through that there's tons of different workflows. There's different levels of management.

There's different levels of labor force, different values and needs. So specifically I'm going to

talk about a little bit more of a different approach to using BIM 360 Glue.

Before, I get into that, give you a little bit of background of what my company, Gilbain, is.

We're a construction management firm. So we do not self preform any work. We are

managers. We will work with clients. We will procure. We'll take on all the liability and risk. And

we will subcontract out to hopefully have a successful project. And everyone can make their--

we want to make our subcontractors do good so they can make money. It's a business model.

We need subcontractors to do well for us to do well. So scale and size, company is

international, primarily nation based. We have about 90 offices throughout the US. Every

single market sector, about $4.3 billion in revenue last year. So give you a little sense of scale.

Infrastructure is very new to my company. We did it back in the 70's when concrete was really

big and out on the east coast. And then we kind of scaled back and got out of that market, and

we were primarily in the vertical.

2008 recession hit and we had to diversify and look at where funding and where projects were

for viability of our employees. So infrastructure was one of those things. We took a lot of our

principles from the vertical world, and we said, you know what? We can adapt these to the

horizontal just lay a building on its side, right?

Not as simple as it goes. But some of those fundamental principles really held true. With that

it's applying these kind of key factors, the funnel integrator project delivery, you know lean

processes and practices, time is money, staffing, resources. All our project teams are getting

really crunched for the amount of billable hours we have on a project. So we have to work

smarter, not harder, right?

And then critical path, the schedule. Schedule is a driver in making the right decisions at the



right time so that construction has enough time to give the highest quality project as possible.

So a little bit of theory and background. Go into the where we are on the infrastructure side.

So I am a consultant for the state of Wisconsin Department of Transportation. And where I fit

in this hierarchy is under their mega-projects platform. And a mega project is classified by

Federal Highway Administration for those of you who aren't familiar. Anything of a project size

scale $500 million or more. This program that we're on is a $1.7 billion program. And it spans

over the course of eight years.

We are in the middle of construction as we speak. We have our burn rate currently is $1.2

million a day, that is work in place. Give you a sense of the volume scale. We have over 100

field inspectors out there in the field. We have roughly about 52 lead workers and then we

have a project management team that is dealing with the issues and risk management on a

daily basis.

So as you can see the quarter wide it's not that big. It's a mile east, mile west, mile north, mile

south. But it is a complete reconstruction of a existing interchange. 350,000 vehicles a day. It's

the busiest interchange in the state of Wisconsin. Now if you put that up against New York or

LA, those numbers don't hold true. But for this area, it is an infrastructure hub for freight, for

commerce in that area.

There's also the medical college that has an entire campus. They have over 10,000

employees that actually go to work on that campus a day. And it's just right over here in this

kind of northern quadrant. So we had to do a lot of different phasing and kind of construct

what we call the box. So before we can get into the interchange, we had to go and reconstruct

all the frontage roads to get all that vehicle detouring a path for everyone to get to work or

work through the interchange or near and around the interchange.

I think that's all I want to talk about on the zone interchange. Any questions on kind of the

background and scope? If not, then we'll kind of jump right into the heart of the presentation.

So we've got these different dynamics. We've got field needs, we've got project management

needs, and then we have a program management needs. Within this project, we had multiple

sub projects. And our sub projects weren't small subprojects. Currently, we have two

contracts. We just finished up one contract which was a $250 million contract. And we have a

$300 million contract. So that's kind of the project level and then all those fall under the

program envelope for the $1.7 billion.



So it gives you a little more sense of the scale. My job as a program manager is to effectively

communicate, provide the resources tools for management to make the right risk decisions,

decisions are the key point with the best available information as possible. So that involves the

designers, all the dynamic process of field issues coming up. Those unknown quantifiable

variables, we have to identify variables.

MacLeamy Curve. This is the basis of BIM and how we integrate it into our design phase

through construction. So some quick rundown here, we have time, lifecycle of time on the

bottom on your x-axis. Y-axis we have cost and effort. So as time progresses through design,

construction, and operations, your ability to effect change goes way down.

If you want to effect change, your cost is exponential as you get into that process. So the

whole point of the theory is finding that sweet spot and moving it into that design phase. So

leveraging the technology to get the experience of the construction team and comments back

in through the design phase. So that's how we mobilized 360 Glue and field applications. We

actually came up with a process to utilize the Model. 3D modeling is very new-- not very new,

but [? civil ?] 3D design is progressing in the infrastructure world.

[INAUDIBLE] is one of the first state agencies to actually go full Civil 3D design as of 2015. So

where they are comparison to the vertical world, I'd say we're about five to six years difference

in using the technology and the 3-D in-coordination. So we have to adapt our processes. We

had a model, the designers provided us a model. But how was construction going to use that

model?

So we looked at what we call is our constructability review process, where our field team and

inspectors are looking through the design plans at certain phases of the design. 30%

completion, 60% completion, and then 90%, which is basically construction ready documents

for bid. And we adapt the model into that process as well to add clarity, to prompt more

conversation when our field team is reviewing those plan sets all in a constricted timeline.

So we have really specific goals. Phased model sequences within an infrastructure you have

different stages. You cannot go to stage one until you switch all the traffic over to the

eastbound. And then you can enter into stage 2. You have different milestones, you have all

these commitments to all the local businesses to maintain ramps open for certain dates,

durations. There's a lot of dynamics when you get into scheduling.



The 3D review that I just touched on and then problem solving. You know those real time

issues and impacts for that enhance decision making. So those were specific things that the

construction team wanted to use the model for. That's great if all of our construction guys have

CAD driven PCs and our designers know those software platforms. That's not the case. A lot

of these guys are field inspectors. They're superintendents. They know how to build. They do

an incredible job in managing their day to day, day in and day out, but we have to simplify the

access to the model.

So key learning objectives, we already covered the first two here. But we're going to talk about

streamlining the process and challenges and work arounds with what we did in order to get the

model into 360 Glue. So we had a few dynamics. Because I mentioned we were in those

transition stages. There's part consultant design and part in-house departmental agency

design.

Consultants were still working in Bently platforms. So we had conversion constraints there.

And then we had the department working in Civil 3-D. So we had merging of different

platforms and different file formats.

We also then would have to take it into Navisworks. Navisworks was how we had to get the

model into 360 Glue. Show of hands, who is using 360 Glue currently on projects. OK. And

who's here looking to see if Glue is an applicational use for your company?

So kind of a nice mix. Do we have designers in the room? Any designers? OK. And then

construction industry? All right. One more question, vertical construction? Horizontal emphasis

construction roadway? All right, perfect. I need a little interaction and engagement here from

you guys. So everyone is-- so I think lunch is hitting you here.

So we had MicroStation files, we had Civil 3D, Navisworks, and then we had to get it in a Glue

format. So DGN to DWG conversion. I'm not a technical guy. I'm not a designer. These I work

with a team of very intelligent people that help me process. I know enough to be dangerous to

understand how workflow goes.

But if you guys have questions, I can definitely try to answer them. Otherwise, you know I'm

going to kind of highlight a little bit of summary of the process. So we get our basic design files

from our consultants. We're able to transfer them into native Autodesk platform or DWG's.

With that we did find we had some learning experience of data degradation. So properties,



inherit property values, and property fields, attributes that were populate in Bently platforms

were not coming over into the autodesk platform.

So we had to create a couple work arounds. And I'll get into a little bit later. So then we had

our file conversions from Autodesk platforms into Navisworks. Navisworks was our viewing

platform for looking at some schedule [INAUDIBLE] sites. So that's the first take of you know is

it buildable? Using the model to help create that story to the construction team of sequence

with staging.

But there then we also would apply all of the surfaces and textures and things to associate so

it looks somewhat similar to how it is out there in the field. Just making it not look like a mesh

of lines and adding those inherent properties.

So then we go from 360 Navisworks to 360 Glue. We basically had to do different levels or

layering in order to make the model streamlined in the Glue interface. Because it was pulling

over all the information, but it was not grouping. It wasn't easy to navigate to kind of hone in

and isolate on if you wanted to look at roadway structures, if you wanted to look at below

grade storm sewer, or any of your subgrade earthwork properties.

So we had to create a kind of a hierarchy within Navisworks and all these layer groupings.

Some of our things we learned. Geometries came through. Layer and block names worked

well. File names, you know your roof file sourcing. Those all inherently held. And some colors

and some textures. But what looks good in Navisworks on a PC sometimes when you get it

into Glue, you can't differentiate some of those colors.

So those are all just kind of learning curves. And as you start grouping layers and things, it's

kind of a dynamic back and forth process. Things that weren't maintained, alignments. And in

roadway building, alignments and station offsets that's how those guys relate. That's how they

lay out everything is from those points.

Coordinates references and then, like I mentioned before, are attributes. So I'm going to do

kind of a no-no and go into a live demo. During a presentation usually you see a lot of videos,

prerecorded videos. I'm going to just jump right into the app to kind of engage. And I'd like you

guys to ask questions as I'm kind of going through to show you kind of a little bit of the power

of the platform.

So we are using it for an infrastructure project. Glue is not meant for this large of a scale of a



project. This file for our model, our fully converged model, is about 2.5 to 2.9 gigabytes. And

we're running it off of an iPad. So it's a lot of demand. But we had to do certain things in order

to be able to do that. We actually did a lot of model merging, and we stripped out certain

segments and portions. And then we brought them back in in the Glue platform in order for it

to read. We just didn't upload one large massive file. We tried. We failed.

Every time we would try to just do a slight orbit, it would just crash on you. Because it's an

iPad. It's not a fully supported graphics platform. Let's see. Let's jump in. Limited memory

available. Point taken. So this is our model. And as you can see, it's going to contain every

component as we have within the entire quarter program. So this is the program level, the

entire $1.7 billion design platform.

You have your basic navigation functions, you can go in, you can orbit, view. Very simple,

very, touchpoint ready. You can give this to-- I can give this to my six-year-old daughter, and

she can kind of navigate around. So those are some of the large, inherent values of the

platform and being able to give this to a field guy. A picture's worth a thousand words. This is

where the rubber hits the road on that.

So then we can get into kind of isolation functions. And for those of you who aren't familiar with

Glue, and those of you who are just bear with me over here and kind of give a little bit of basis

of the product. We can select any object, and we can isolate that object throughout the entire

model.

So this is where your layering and your grouping becomes very important. Because as you

can see, I just selected one small section of the actual [? tin ?] surface model. But now it took

us back, and it actually grouped all those [? tin ?] models that I had in that file.

Layering. So these are all of our different actual model files that we have in here. I think it's

best if I'm just going to turn them all off, and then we can kind of turn them on one by one. So

you can we have our existing surface. Now you can see you have your entire surface for the

entire project. We can go into retaining walls. We can start isolating retaining wall functions.

We can go on your bridge structures. Drainage. Underground. And you start to see as your

construction team is broken up on their specific discipline and focus of work, they can look at

what's important to them. They don't care about any overhead power lines in a specific area.

So they can blow all that information away, focus on the important things at hand.



Any questions I guess on the basis or the structure of the modeling or the file formatting.

AUDIENCE: How much data does it retain on the [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: OK, that's a really good question. So what I'm going to do is I'm going to just turn on my bridge

structures. Kind of go into there, and you go on some of those properties. So it's an object

enabler. So it's bringing in the large mass objects. From there we can hit the [? eye, the ?]

cube with the [? eye, ?] which is basically the intelligence of that object.

Now you're going to see this is where we had a learning curve of the how Glue was reading

the information from the initial Bently platform. See in the top right? It says 3D solid. That's all

of the information I can get from this. It didn't bring over that this was the actual abutment or

approach detail. Which it is if we drill into Navisworks.

So we had established a little bit of identification which comes in layering. So now you can see

there's a back arrow here. We go back. This gets into my layering group. My layering group

now identifies that that is structure B 47 97. So now I can give a little bit more information to

the project team.

In here it's trying to bring over all those property values. A lot of these are things that aren't

really important to the project team, to the guys out in the field. It's a good reference, but it's

not adding too much value. We can go back another level and say, OK, here are all the

components. And you see it's highlighting those structures as we go. These are all the

components involved in that structure from foundations to peer caps to the retaining walls and

structure.

Go back all the way out, now we're at the entire bridge model structure for all the flyovers. So

that's all based off of those layer groupings that we actually had to manually go in and do.

AUDIENCE: I've been working with this for a few years now. And it really depends on the actual information

that is in the actual drawing that you start with what gets transferred into here, [INAUDIBLE]

steal, the piping, stuff like that. [INAUDIBLE] And that information [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Sorry, I make you sick for a second.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE] properties [INAUDIBLE] this type of skill or if it's just a 3D object. It all depends on

the program.



JOSH STENZ: Yes so you're kind of getting into document management as well, intelligence of what that

object is. So we have brought the model into field to do exactly that. Now you have shop

drawings, you have more of those property tabs based off of the actual items that are used or

the groups that are used in the model creation. You're right on point with that.

Where we were at the time, the platforms of two different design softwares we're now

developing our own libraries in Civil 3D to build all those inherent properties in. So we meet

regularly on a monthly basis with the design team as we're going through the models we're

identifying, and we're feeding them back information of we need this in this type of detail. We

need this information when we're selecting on this object within the model. And it just takes

time.

Because for those of you who are managing your Civil 3D libraries, even your Revit libraries,

it's a big chunk to bite off. So any other questions I guess on the leering and the layer

functions? OK. I'm going to turn everything on and jump into shared views.

This is something that we use to basically streamline the process of non-computer savvy, non-

technology savvy staff to dynamically get through the model, and find their way through the

model. So you can create your own views and save them. If you find you're looking at a

specific issue in detail, you can actually go to it, you can save that view, and you can email it to

anyone on your project team in your project list. And they can click the hyperlink, and it pulls

up the exact thing you're looking at.

If you're talking with a designer on an RFI, you're looking at the same thing, he's at his desk in

Omaha. And you're sitting out there in the field in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and you have a

phone call, and have conversation.

So we started to break down these shared views. These are what we had to set up in

Navisworks. So these are all those views, the view settings from the Navisworks and importing

those over. But we can get into just storm sewer, jumping around into specific view at

locations, cross section. What Glue does not do, it does not allow you to do field sectioning in

the mobile app.

So our field inspector can't go and do a cross section cut right where he's standing on that

station point. It's something that has to be done in Navisworks, and it has to be pushed down.

The workflow is very simple to do that. It just requires communication to your Sim engineer or

your [? VTC ?] engineer to create that cross section, share that view in the cloud. And you



automatically have access to it as long as you have your data connection.

Stationing, that's a unique topic here. Because as I mentioned those alignments don't come

through. So I'm probably jumping ahead a little bit. I'll talk about that a little bit later. But we

had to actually create our own stationing objects and put them in Glue. In order to give the

inspector or the field personnel the ability to know where they're standing within that model for

relevance and navigation.

Revit has been doing some very progressive things with Glue with the plan view. So now you

can go from a plan view and jump yourself where you are in the model. We don't have that

dynamics right now with Civil 3-D. With the new platform development and discussions with the

InfoWorks team, they are going that direction as far as 2-D to 3-D navigation for the Civil

platforms.

So that hurdle that we had to kind of come up with a work around, Autodesk has realized that,

and they're continually trying to develop the streamline process for that navigation. Any other

questions or anything else you want to see? Maybe I should go back and jump out of the

model and show you kind of the data merges that we had to do.

So you can see the different components and elements that we actually brought in and the

segmentation of all the different models instead of bringing in that one large model file. And

that was all due to the performance on how I was operating and crashing the iPad. So all your

structures, everything was done by project ID with all those different layer. And we allowed

Glue to do all the merging and meshing in the clouds that it can streamline down.

Maybe I'll jump back into that project so that you guys can see how fast it loads. So I

previously loaded this model. You can see now, it's cashed. It does cash [? to ?] maintain on

the iPad, and you can see it's starting to populate. And as you get in, it will continue to refresh

and repopulate your view.

That's pretty much it for the application standpoint. It is that simple. And that was one of the

key things that we saw, we were able to deliver this to our field team is how easy and simple it

is to navigate.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: We've been looking at all the different platforms that are out there. Right now that is just an



iPad Air2. I think it's 128 gig just large capacity. And I've had a lot of stuff loaded on there, but

that is our standard issue to have field team because that was the best they had out there.

And we didn't want to come into a restrictive file size. As I mentioned before, you know Glue

was set up for a very small project site for vertical buildings. We've expanded those

boundaries into mile long corridor segments. So the data management, it's something that you

have to really kind of create the workflow that will work for your project.

I mean this is one mega project. I have another mega project that's a 32 mile corridor in

Wisconsin. I can't get a full integrated model, I had to break them up in clusters because it just

wouldn't perform even on the latest and greatest iPad.

One of the things we also do like is the ability to download in an offline mode. So our data

connection, right? Connectivity, it's a big thing. We equipped all of our iPads with an air card or

Sim card. So they have data connection wherever you go. We're doing real time issues

management with it. So identification and workflow. But you can actually be in an offline mode,

you know, no internet. As long as you have internet when you download the model, it will

cache it and maintain it on that device as long as it meets the size and performance.

OK, that went fairly well for a live demo.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE] interactive model [INAUDIBLE] locations where [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Geo-locating? Not currently. So we've been using other platforms for that. And its relative, you

know it's nothing. It's not total station or GPS, it's based off of the GPS of the [INAUDIBLE]

card, so it's relative within three meters. But we're using platforms that are at least if you're

standing there, it can take you right to the plan sheet, our GIS in order to reference that

through a web interface.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Yeah. Yeah. We do use a lot of Google Earth interfaces because it's a very powerful, and it's

another very easy interface for that. We use a lot of kansi file outputs just for alignments, right

of ways, very quick reference points that are very accurate for an inspector that's having to

deal with right next or adjacent to a property owner that you know is watching every shovel

because that's their plot of grass that they planted when they moved in 20 years ago.

So a lot of different dynamics and different tools. One of the other things that I should really

mention is we don't focus on the tool, we focus on leveraging the tool for the value. If it's not



going to provide value, don't use it. Use something else. Create the tool that you need in your

job.

So you got that box, you've got to think outside that box. And we resourced our teams

accordingly to go down those avenues on these larger programs. We have to. We've got a

whole group that's kind of an internal innovation group of here's the challenge. How can we

help provide a solution if it's a software or if it's as simple as a spreadsheet that's tied with

some data points that creates some visuals.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Simple 3-D. We just did bloglines. We exported them into a-- gave them a vertice and brought

them in. So we utilized the line work and alignments in Civil 3D. We just duplicated them into

objects.

One second here, let me see how we're doing on time. Yeah.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: We do. Yeah.

AUDIENCE: [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: Yeah. That's getting into some of the challenges that we had. So 360 Glue has the mobile

interface, they also have a desktop application. And some of the things we found were the files

and models would appear differently on the actual desktop than they were the mobile

applications.

So we had some project managers that would be looking at it on their desktop. They go out to

the field with their mole, and they couldn't find what they were looking at, or it wasn't

representing appropriately to how they were visualizing it. It wasn't working for them.

Then they would take a screen shot, print it, and walk out there and do their coordination. So

we just took all the efficiencies of mobile technology deployment right out and went back to a

paper driven society.

AUDIENCE: Was it just a different layer of detail?

JOSH STENZ: It was a different level of detail. But it was how we were grouping things. So we had to look at



that layering structure and grouping and their were some textures. Some of those we'll get into

as challenge number two and number three. But station and offsets, I guess that was one of

the big needs that I talked about before and just kind of touched on. So the workaround for

that basically we reproduced them as 3D solids and gave them their own layer. And I can turn

that layer on and off in the model. And so your station points.

Very simple approach, effective approach, didn't take us much time to do. But with the next

generation with InfoWorks and the 360 platforms talking across to each other with Civil 3-D,

Autodesk is finding the path to just inherently do those type of things. Got a lot of hope on

some of these updates with the foraged deliverable and things. Go ahead.

AUDIENCE: I have a question about [INAUDIBLE] with Glue [INAUDIBLE]

JOSH STENZ: I'm not very familiar with that. We do direct imports into our enterprise or to the Glue interface.

So I'd be interested to see what type of file sizes you're talking about and the differences in

when it's uploaded. Because sometimes some of those cloud servers they do data

compression. So they maybe-- that's just how they set up for mass storage.

And by no means am I a data expert at all. I know enough to be dangerous. I can have a little

bit of a conversation on it, but you raise good points. I see that all the time. Sometimes I try to

open up a kansi file direct that's in my library in Google Earth, and it won't. I go into Dropbox,

and I say open in Google Earth and there we go. It opens up.

So this said to the deal with layer states and names and property. So this is exactly your

question what our product manager was seeing on this desktop, he wasn't seeing out there in

the field. And that was because we had multiple surfaces and layers on the same object.

He was able to differentiate, it's able to differentiate it on the desktop but not in the mobile app.

So basically we had to create different textures, different layers to give you that visual dynamic

of, hey, there's multiple things going on here. This is an example of below grade storm sewer,

box covers, and then some waterproofing. Waterproofing is just another layer that's on top of

some of those details while you don't really know what it is, and when you'd hit on the

properties, you couldn't tell what you're selecting because we weren't pulling over those

attributes.

So we created different types of surfaces and textures to give that visual that just by a 30

second look, you can tell hey, there's multiple things going on here on the same objects. And



then Visual Styles. So you saw when I selected on the roadway surface of that [? tin ?] file it

was that organic type look, and it had that surface to it. Not very helpful sometimes when

you're really trying to understand how grade is behaving and where your slopes are and things

like that.

So basically the work around that we found was there's certain options that you can select for

showing lines within your Glue on the desktop. And if you don't have that selected, you can't

get to a surface that strips away the visual or the material surface and get into your lines to

show your grades and your slopes. So something very simple. We had an Autodesk ticket

open, and we kind of went back and forth, and it wasn't the ideal solution. But we made it

work.

So any other questions on some of those challenges we had? Some of the other things I don't

have specifically in this presentation, signs, physical like library signs and things. We had

trouble with Glue actually recognizing all of those whether it be text in different surfaces and

things. So we had to do some unique things with groupings in Civil 3-D in order to get it to pull

everything and it be visual.

One of the things that our field team when we do those constructability reviews, they're taking

through, and we're doing drive-throughs. And those drive-throughs are looking at tree growth

over certain phases of life cycle so within two years is that sign still going to be visual? Well,

we need that sign to come in as it's going to be out there in the field in order to do those type

of analysis. The picture's worth 1000 words for that.

I don't have anything else really that I wanted to go into detail with on 360 Glue unless you

guys have any other questions or thoughts or comments? You want to see more, I can show

you some of our video outputs that we've done from the model on just very simplistic

measuring from an inspector standpoint from an abutment to the end of a pier or a bridge

girder. Very simple things and how the software allows that resource tool. You don't have to go

back and have someone give you that dimension in cad, you can do it right there in the field

for quality assurance, quality control checks.

Yeah, that's all I got for you guys. I appreciate your time and opportunity to speak to you. And

have a great day.


